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HOUSE-PARTY PORTABILITY MEETS CLUB-STANDARD LAYOUT
Whether it’s bass-heavy breakdowns, steppy synths, or peak-time rewinds that define your style, the 

TRAKTOR KONTROL S2 has everything you need to make your mix happen. Craft sets on two decks and 
get creative with easy-to-use tools like looping, beat syncing, and club-grade effects.

 

 

PLAYLIST TO DANCEFLOOR IN NO TIME
Turn the music you listen to into the sets you play, with a streamlined interface that makes blending 

tracks a breeze. Plug in, line up a few of your favorite tracks, and get mixing wherever you are. You can 
leave the beatmatching to TRAKTOR, so you have more time to pick tunes that fit the vibe, experiment 

with FX, use looping and remix decks, and to define your own sound. Whether you’re at a house party, a 
bar, or the club, you can create mixes made to make you move.

 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED. WHERE YOU NEED IT.

Get your mixes down super-quick: Line up your next track, find the cue point, cut the kick, and bring in 
some reverb before the drop. Easily access expressive effects and essential controls for chops, stops, 
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and seamless transitions. Get the sound in your head through the speakers in seconds.

 

SCRATCH. SPIN. SLIP.

If your style is very hands-on, we’ve given you a lot of jog wheel to play with. Use it to beatmatch 
tracks – nudge the deck forward or back with the jog wheels to get a track in sync, use the touch-

sensitive top-plate to find your starting position, or even spin it back for high-energy rewinds. Because 
they’re bigger, nudging, scratching, and scrolling is even easier.

 

EDIT AND RE-EDIT WITH LOOPS AND HOTCUES

Timing is everything, as they say. Jump to different parts of a track with cue points, depending on 
what the crowd needs. Because each is assigned to one of eight pads on each deck, you can play 

them like an instrument to seriously chop things up. Use loops for longer mixes or for more time to 
experiment. Everything will always be in sync with the beat, so you’ll never lose the groove.

 

 

MAKE MIXER FX YOUR SECRET WEAPON

You’ve got the perfect playlist down, but it’s what goes on between your tracks that can make all 
the difference. Build exciting transitions with one-touch control of new Mixer FX on each channel. 
Open up a big reverb, a dubby delay, or a smooth filter to get your tracks popping during the mix. 

Choose from eight club-grade effects and three filters, and use up to four at a time with the 
dedicated Mixer FX control.

 

 

TRAKTOR PRO 3 AND TRAKTOR DJ 2 INCLUDED
Start spinning straight away on the full version of our flagship DJ software, TRAKTOR PRO 3, as used 
on the world’s largest stages. Find intuitive professional tools that quickly help you define your style.

TRAKTOR DJ 2 is our free DJ app for iPad and desktop – great for diving into DJing with a workflow 
that’s quick to get to grips with, and perfect for the S2. SoundCloud Go+ integration, track 

recommendations, and an easy-to-use interface mean everybody can mix the tracks they love.

 



FOUR DECKS

Mix tracks, live inputs, Remix decks, Stems, and loops on up to four decks to create a unique 
sound.

TEMPO SYNC

 

Automatic beatgrids and beat matching keep everything in sync, giving you more time to get 
creative in your mix.

 



CUEING

Jump between breaks and drops, or mix in a track from exactly where you want.

LOOPING

 

Trigger loops for extended mixes, track manipulation, and re-edits.

 



FLUX MODE

Get confident with chops, stops, and backspins without losing your position on a track.

FX SUITE

 

From sweeping filters to dubbed-out delays: build atmosphere with over 40 beat-synced effects 
in endless combinations.

MIXER FX

 

Easily create huge drops, dramatic buildups, and smooth transitions with dedicated one-knob 



FX.

CUSTOMIZABLE LAYOUT

 

See only the tools you need for your own DJ style with a flexible user interface.

PLUG AND PLAY. ANYWHERE.
Out of the box and straight into the mix. An integrated 24-bit / 48-kHz audio interface and USB bus

power mean that the S2 is ready to mix wherever you are. Stereo line and 3.5mm TRS outputs
mean you can hook up to club sound systems as well as portable setups. Connect headphones via
a 3.5mm output for monitoring. Connect a mic via the 6.3mm TRS input. An iOS port makes the 

TRAKTOR KONTROL S2 ready for portable DJing with TRAKTOR DJ 2, too.

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


